Notes on the Difference between Online and On-site Examinations

(1) For those who are allowed to be transferred to the online written examinations, online connection testing will be held in advance. This testing is mandatory, and those who fail to participate will lose their eligibility for admission. Regarding the online connection testing for the examinations of the general education subjects, refer to the “Useful Information for those who take the online examinations of the general education subjects (mathematics and programming).” As for the online connection testing of other written/oral examinations, refer to the Admission Guide of each department.

(2) From the standpoint of preventing fraud and ensuring fairness, there are some restrictions in the online written examinations as follows:

1. During each test period, you are not permitted to leave the room where you are taking the online examination. If you have to leave the room, you must submit your answer sheet at that moment and will not be allowed to come back to the room until the examination is finished. Because of this restriction, every examination’s test period is limited to around 1 hour, and break time is given after each test.

2. There is a specific time set for these online examinations before which you are required to enter the room where you will take the online examination. After this set time, you will not be allowed to enter the room.

3. All the online written examinations are recorded. When necessary, you will get checked about your answers in the written examinations, and also about how you made up them, in the oral examination in each department. If it turns out that cheating occurred during your online written examination, the acceptance for your admission may be canceled even after you receive the Letter of Acceptance for Admission.